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ABSTRACT 

 
To enhance the production management of the rod-pumped wells in the oil field, using a high 
performance single-chip as the processor, a field monitor system based on GPRS is researched and 
developed. In the paper the hardware design and software design are expatiated, the sampling 
frequency and determination rules for the running state are analyzed, the rational communication 
protocol is designed to ensure the reliable message transmission and reduce the communication fees. 
In the end the field monitor system is successfully implemented and verified in practice, part of data 
transmission result is illustrated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As an important part, some rod-pumped wells locate widely and are out of the way in the oil field. 
Monitoring those pumping units by manpower is low efficient and unsafe. With the PC/104, PLC or 
DSP as the central processor, some existing field monitor system acquires the data and transmits by 
radio station. In this way, communication establishment need to be built. From the view of the oil 
producer, a field monitor system of high efficiency, low cost and easy to use is necessary. Based on 
what introduced above, with the single chip C8051F020 produced by Silicon Lab Corporation as the 
processor, a field monitor system based on General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is designed and 
implemented practically in the paper. 
 
 

THE SUMMARIZE OF WHOLE MONITOR SYSTEM BASED ON GPRS 

As the upgrade of the GSM network, GPRS, so-called 2.5G, enable the data to be sent and received 



in packet mode, especially suit for transmitting the bursting data, which has the characteristics such 
as short establishing link time, high data transmitting rate, charging according to the bytes amount, 
being on line forever (namely keeping attach with communication network at any moment) and so 
on[1][2]. The communication distance being not restricted in the signal coverage, a remote supervision 
system can be implemented by making use of the GPRS data service. What is worthy of being 
mentioned is that the communication network needs no maintenance form the subscribers. 
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figure 1 the constitutes of the whole monitor system for rod-pumped oil wells based on GPRS 
 
The whole rod-pumped wells monitor system based on GPRS is composed of the field monitor 
system, the communication network and the supervision center, as illustrated in the figure 1. 
Through sensors the field monitor system can acquire not only rod load, oil pipe pressure and 
temperature, but also the fifteen parameter of the motor such as voltage, current, power, total power 
consumption and so on. The data transmission process as follows: firstly the monitor system 
establishes the wireless communication link with the supervision center, sets the destination IP 
address and PORT number, secondly the acquired data is encapsulated into the IP packet and send 
out, then passes through the GPRS network, comes to the GPRS gateway, thirdly the data is received 
by the supervision center through the INTERNET or VPN, at last the data is resumed and plotted 
into dynagraph card and motor parameters (current, voltage, power etc.) curves in a stroke according 
to the stroke message and rod-pumping unit motion model. With the messages being transmitted in 
the reverse way, the supervision center can also send the control command such as starting machine, 
stopping machine and so on.  
 
 

THE HARDWARE DESIGN OF THE FIELD MONITOR SYSTEM 

The field monitor system comprises of sensors, the single-chip C8051F020, NVRAM, serial E2prom, 
GPRS module, clock chip and power, illustrated in the figure 2. The pressure sensor and temperature 
sensor separately is used for measuring the oil pipe’s pressure and temperature, Rod load sensor for 
the oil rod load, NVRAM for saving the acquired data, E2prom for saving the set parameters such as 
the supervision center’s IP address, pressure limited value and so on. Having RS485 interface, motor 
parameters module can measure the parameters of the motor such as voltage, current, power etc. 
Because separate data means nothing, the most import is the position sensor, by which the limited 
point in down stroke of the rod-pumping unit can be detected and a stroke cycle is ensured. 
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figure 2 the hardware constitutes of the field monitor system 

As the center of the system, integrated with one 12 bit AD converter[3], one multiplexer, 4K BYTE 
RAM, 64K BYTE flash program memorizer, 5 timers, the single-chip C8051F020 can reach the 
high process rate at 25MIPS, whose high performance enable the realization of leaving out the 
extended circuit and small circuit board size. The serial port 0 of the C8051F020 connects with the 
GPRS module produced by MOTOROLA, correspondingly the serial port 1 with the motor 
parameters module through the MAX485 chip. 
 
Consisting of AC/DC and DC/DC two parts, the power unit outputs two isolated DC voltages and 
supplies the sensors and single-chip related part. One magnetism-ball conjoins the two parts’ power 
ground. If the field power supply is higher than the common industry supply, a transformer is 
needed to lower the voltage. 
 
 

THE SOFTWARE DESIGN OF THE FIELD MONITOR SYSTEM 

The software of the field monitor system is designed in modular way, which consists of data 
acquisition, data storage, communication with the supervision center, command processing, 
diagnosis, etc. The system run as follows: after powered on, read the set parameters saved in the 
E2prom, establish the wireless communication link with the supervision center, begin to acquire the 
data, save all the data acquired during a stroke into the NVRAM, total stored data are in 3 strokes 
and refreshed in turns, every one minute send the oil well state message to the supervision center, 
and only one time in a day send out all data in a stroke. The field monitor system can also receive 
and execute the command form the supervision center, The data acquisition and receiving of the 
serial port run in interrupt way. The main flow chart shows as figure 3.  
 
Sampling frequency 
The parameters of the rod-pumping unit change slowly during a stroke cycle. Analyzed form the 
practical data, one hundred and fifty data points during a stroke can fulfill plotting the dynagraph 
card, one hundred data points of the oil pressure and temperature during a stroke is enough for 
getting a average value. So the sampling frequency of the rod load, oil pipe pressure and oil pipe 
temperature differs according to the rod-pumping unit’s strokes per minute (SPM). The data gotten 
form the motor parameters module is refreshed at 5Hz, thus the sampling frequency of motor 



parameters keeps 5Hz, sampled data points varies corresponding to the rod-pumping unit’s SPM. 
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figure 3 the flow chart of the system software 

 
Determination rules for running state 
The oil pipe pressure, oil pipe temperature and the rod load are the most important supervised 
objects. The rod load can be shown by the motor power. Besides, to ensure the system run stably, 
the abnormal states of the sensors and the memorizer should also be detected. In all, the abnormal 
states and corresponding determination rules are shown in table. 
 
Table 1: the abnormal states and corresponding determination rules 

Item determination rule 
Pressure alert The average pressure in a stroke goes beyond the set pressure value 
Temperature alert The average temperature in a storke goes beyond the set temperature value 
Rod load alert The average power in a stroke goes beyond the set power value 
Motor parameters module failure No response to the command within 3 seconds 
Pressure sensor failure The pressure dispersion between the maximum and the minimum in a stroke goes beyond the set value 
Rod load sensor failure The rod load dispersion between the maximum and the minimum in a stroke goes beyond the set value 

 
 
Communication protocol 
The wireless communication link between the field monitor system and supervision center is 
established according to Point to Point Protocol (PPP)[4]. Although TCP can afford reliable data 
transmission, restricted by the single-chip’s resource, data is transmitted in UDP. Having gotten the 
IP address assigned by the GGSN and established the communication link, the field monitor system 
can transmit data to the supervision center. The data to be send is encapsulated in the UDP packet 
according to the UDP data format[5]. To ensure reliable data transmission, the receiver must response 
with acknowledgement. The transmitted data content format as follows: 
 
Table 2: Sent data format 

Command type (1byte) Data Length (1byte) Data content (n bytes) Checkout(1byte) 
 
Table 3: Respondence data format 

Result (1byte) Data Length (1byte) Data content (n bytes) Checkout(1byte) 
 
If there is no response within 10 seconds, the sender will resend the message. The communication 
link will be quitted and established again by the field monitor system on condition that the resending 
times goes beyond 3 times. 
 



In order to reduce the communication fees, the data in one stroke is only transmitted to the 
supervision center a time in a day. The running state data is send to the supervision center every one 
minute, which consists 3 bytes corresponding to the “Data content” part in table 2, the first two 
bytes denotes the oil well number, when normal, the third byte is 0x00, when abnormal, the third 
byte is 0x1xxxxxxx (the low 7 bits denotes abnormal message).The oil well’s running state keeps 
almost invariable in a day, thus transmitting the data message in the way described above is rational.  
 
 

CONCLLUSION 

 
 

figure 4: a dynagraph card in a stroke plotted according to the data transmitted by the field monitor system 
 

The field monitor system in the paper has successfully and stably run and been verified in the oil 
field with reliably data transmission. Figure 4 shows a dynagraph card in a stroke of one 
rod-pumped oil well plotted according to the data transmitted by the field monitor system. Future 
work can be done on the implementing of the operation system suitable for the single-chip, and the 
further verification of the failure characteristic for the sensors. In sum, the data services of GPRS 
has a more promising future in the oil field remote monitoring with the GPRS network further 
perfected and developed. 
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